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A partial solution is obtained to the problem of the non-isomorphism of the H’- 
space on polydiscs. It is shown that H’(T) and H’(T, I’) are not isomorphic, which 
leads to the distinction of H’ in one and more variables. The proof uses the iden- 
tification of H’ with the martingale HI-space H’(6). The main point consists in 
showing that the range of a so-called order-inverting into-isomorphism of H’(S) is 
non-complemented. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let D={zEC; ]z]<l} and T={zEC; ]z]=l}. We recall that the 
Hardy space Hi = H’(T) consists of the holomorphic functions F on D such 
that 
H’(T*) is the space of holomorphic functions F on D x D satisfying 
and similarly one defines H’(P) for each positive integer m. 
The problem in which we are interested here is whether or not for m # n 
there exists a linear isomorphism between the Banach spaces H’(P) and 
H’(T”). 
In this paper, the following partial solution is obtained, solving a question 
raised in [ 11. 
THEOREM 1. For m > 2, there is no linear isomorphism between H’ and 
H’(T”‘). 
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This result was announced in [I]. It is related in spirit to similar facts 
concerning the polydisc algebra’s (see [7] for details). 
If X is an arbitrary Banach space, one defines Rad (X) as the closed linear 
subspace of L ‘(X) generated by the random variables of the form C xisi(t), 
where (si) is the sequence of the Rademacher functions and (xi) a finite 
sequence of arbitrary elements of X. 
PROPOSITION 1. Rad (H’(T”‘)) is isomorphic to a complemented 
subspace of H’(T”‘+‘). 
ProoJ Take A? the Hilbertian subspace of H’ generated by the lacunary 
sequence 
{e i*“@; n= 0, 1, 2,...} 
and let P be the orthogonal projection on Z which is bounded by Paley’s 
theorem (cf. [ 81). The subspace of H’(T”” ‘) generated by 
{f (8)e’*“*; fE H’(T”) and n = 0, 1, 2,...) 
is clearly isomorphic to Rad (H’(T”)) and complemented in H’(Tm+‘) by 
Id @ P. 
Hence, in order to prove Theorem 1, it suffices to establish the following 
fact. 
THEOREM 2. There is no complemented embedding of Rad (H’) into H’. 
We will use the isomorphism property of H’ = H’(T) and the martingale 
HI-space H’(6). We recall that H’(6) is the closed linear span of the Haar 
system 
{h,;aEd} with &={(n,k);n=0,1,2 ,... and l<k,<2”} 
under the norm 
Ilf II H’(S) = I S(f 17 
where 
S(f)= (Miami* [h,[‘)“’ for f=x’a,h,, i.e., 
a 
the square function. 
This isomorphism was shown by Maurey (see [4]) and more explicitly by 
Carleson (see [2]) and Wojtaszczyk (see [6]). 
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For 1 <p < co, the space BM0,(6) consists of the measurable functionf 
for which 
where the supremum is taken over all diadic intervals Z and f, = (l//11) j, $ 
We also recall the following facts, for which the reader is referred to [3 1. 
THEOREM 3. (John-Nirenberg and Fefferman). (1) The BMO,-norms 
are equivalent, the equivalence depending on p. 
(2) The dual of H’(6) can be identified with BMO in the sense 
Ilf llwcs, - sup J f. g, 
where the supremum is taken over all functions g finitely supported on the 
Haar system and such that II gJI,,+,o < 1. 
2. ORDER-INVERSING MAPS AND REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM 
We denote by < the lexicographical order on &. For each integer N = 
0, 1, 2 ,..., define 
and 
HA = subspace of H’(6) generated by (h,; a E ‘TQN}. 
Thus the Hk-spaces are complemented in H’(6) by conditional expectation, 
Let us introduce the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A linear map <: Hk + H’(6) is order-inversing provided for 
all a E &‘N there is a subset S, of the positive integers N, such that 
(1) If a</?, then min S, > max S,. 
(2) <(h,) belongs to [hn,k; n E S,] for each a E dN. 
The interest of order-inversing maps will be clear from the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Assume Rad (H’) embeds complementably in H’. Then there 
5x0 4h I 4 
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exists a constant C < co such that for all N= 0, 1,2,... there is an order- 
inversing linear map <: Hi + H’(6) satisfying 
(1) llrll< c. 
(2) Ilf II < C IIt(f )IIfor allf E &. 
(3) <(Hi) is complemented in H’(6) by a projection of norm bounded 
by C. 
Proof. First notice that for all a E AT’ 
lim h, @ ei = 0 
i-co 
weakly in Rad (HI). 
Denote by @: Rad(H’) -+ H’ the embedding and by P the projection on the 
image. 
Now fix N. Using the fact that 
lim @(h, @ ci) = 0 
i-m3 
weakly in H’ 
together with a standard approximation argument, it is routine to introduce 
inductively finite subsets of the integers (S,),,, and integers (i,),.,,, so 
that 
(1) min S, > max S, for a</?. 
(2) @(h, 0 ai,) belongs (essentially) to [hn,k; n E S,]. 
We start with a = (N, 2N) and consider successively (N, 2N - l),..., 
(N, I),..., (0, 1). 
It remains to remark that the subspace X = [h, @ ei,; a E J&] of Rad 
(H’) is isometrically isomorphic to HA and norm-l complemented in Rad 
(H’) by a projection Q. So take 4 = @Ix, whose image r(X) is complemented 
in H’ by @Q@-‘P. 
Denote BMO, the finite dimensional inear space [hn,k; n = O,..., N] under 
the BMO-norm, which can be identified to (Hk)*. 
Our starting point consists in choosing a large integer N and an order- 
inversing map r: H,$+ H’(6) fulfilling the conditions of the previous lemma. 
Denote for convenience X, = [h,,k ; n E S,] and take Q, : H’(S) + X, the 
orthogonal projection. 
LEMMA 2. Zf Q: H’(6) + r(Hh) is a projection, then, also, 
P= c Q,QQ, 
aEd, 
is a projection and I( PII Q const )I Q II. 
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Proof. The fact that P is still a projection is clear. We verify the norm- 
estimate. ForfE H’(6), we obtain, using the disjointness of the sets S,, 
where the E, denote independent Rademacher functions. This proves the 
lemma. 
If we dualize the map <-‘P: H’(6) + Hk, we obtain a map <*: BMO,-+ 
BMO satisfying 
(a) <*(h,) E [hn,k; n E S,] for a E dN. 
(b) (klh,), t*(h,)) = (4, h,) for all a, P E 4. 
(c) I] <* I] < const (independent of N). 
LEMMA 3. Assume g a diadic algebra and f E BMO such that 
a&] = 0. Then 
II ~&(.fL < cm IlfllBMo. 
Proox If I is an atom of 9, then f, = 0. Hence 
from which the result follows. 
Our next purpose is to show some consequences of the inversion of order. 
LEMMA 4. Let f E Hk and g E BMO, such that /? < a whenever 
(f, h,) # 0 and (g, h,) # 0. Then 
i stttf)) s(t*tg)) < const llfliHl II gllBMo. 
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ProoJ By the order-inversion, one has 
n*=max 
I 
US,;(f,h,)fO 
I I 
<min US,;(g,h,)#O . 
t 
Let G4 be the diadic algebra generated by the Haar functions h,,, for n < n*. 
By construction, it follows that r(f) is g-measurable and 8”[<*( g)] = 0. 
Consequently, by Lemma 3 
j W(f)) w*(g)) < pMf)) 1 Il~&(~*w>lll, 
G const IIrcf)llH~ II ~*wMI. 
providing the required estimate. 
LEMMA 5. Consider integers 1 < n, < n, < . . . ( n, ( ii Q N, 1 < k, < 2”~ 
for each s = l,..., 
ws=L {hn,,k; 
r and 1 < k< ii. Take further ty, = JJk hn,,k and for s > 1 
k such that ( hn,,kl < 1 hn,m,,k,-ll}. If <, <* are as above, then 
the following estimate holds: 
c j S(<(h,J) S(c*(y,)) < const r”* 2-“. 
S=l 
Proof. We start by verifying that 
< const 
EM0 
Choose, thus, some 0 < m < N and a diadic interval Z on level m. Without 
restriction, we may assume 
Then 
n,-, < m < n, for some t = l,..., r(n, = 0). 
providing the BMO-estimate. 
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Remark that the preceding lemma applies to hn,KE Hk and 
C vsEBM%. Using the fact that the <*(w,) have mutually disjoint 
supports on the Haar system, we get 
= const fi 2 - ‘, 
proving the lemma. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
We refer to [3] for the following martingale inequality. 
LEMMA 6. Iffor v = 1,2,... we consider mutually comparable o-algebra’s 
tc, and positive integrable functions E,, then 
holds. 
Next, we show the following approximation result. 
LEMMA 7. Assume f E H’(6), q a positive integrable function and E > 0 
such that 
IIS - ‘1111 GE llf IIHW). 
Then, for g E BMO, one has the inequality 
where y > 0 is a fixed constant. 
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Proof Without restriction, one can assume 7 Q Su) and 
f=s’ a,h,, g=x’ b,h n, 
where a,, b, > 0 for each CL 
Define 
and introduce the partition of the indices 
K= 1-f’; j lrp,l>7 j- l4-A~ 
and 
where 7 > 0 is chosen sufficiently small. 
Clearly 
cf, s>=x aaba I Ih,l+%A j. Ihal x L 
) 
<s-’ 
l 
II gll,,,. 
H’ 
In order to estimate the second term, notice that 
and thus 
~/~a:h~/1’2-/ ~~a~~~~1’2~~(sy.)-~~1’2{S~)+~}1’2 
By Cauchy-Schwartz and the hypothesis 
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If a = (n, k), denote GS= the nth diadic algebra. Thus the G3= are mutually 
comparable. Also, for a E L 
&.z,Idl < ~~,Ilcp,ll < 27lh,l= 2rhi 
and applying Lemma 6 
We conclude that 
and 
i vS( g> 2r(f, g> - cona I 1-;/ fi IlfllH~ IIg IIBMO~ r 
proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Given M ( O-J, there exists 6 > 0 such that if f,,..., f, in 
H’(6) and g, ,...,. g, in BMO(6) satisfy 
(i) ~~~a,f,~~H1gM(~(a,~1’2forallscafarsa,, 
(ii) II gmllBMo G M3 
(iii) (f,, g,> = 1, 
then 
Z: sVi) s(gj) 2 &* 
i>i 
for n sufficiently large. 
ProoJ: Take y > 0 as in Lemma 7. Choose r = 1, 2,... sufficiently large 
and q~, ,..., rp, E H’(6) and v1 ,..., vr E BMO(6) satisfying (i), (ii), (iii). For 
s = l,..., r, define 
c, = S(cp,) - min S(cp,), \L S*(cp,+) 0 1 L 
I/* 
I ill . S’>S 1 
From Lemma 5, we have 
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and summing over s 
Now 
and thus 
By (i), one has 
Consequently ry - M2 2 &> ry - Ms/2 r3/4. 
Thus there is K > 0 so that 
- I 
\’ W,) S(w,,) > K9 (*I 
r>s>s’> 1 
assuming r sufficiently large. 
Given n > r, denote 9, the collection of all subsets A of (1, 2,..., n) with 
IA I = r. By (x), we find 
leading to the required conclusion. 
We now come back to the isomorphism problem. Fix a large integer N 
and let <: Hk-+ H’(6), r*: BMO, + BMO be the maps obtained in the 
preceding section, and hence satisfying in particular 
6) II~lL Ilt*II Q constant (independent of N). 
(ii) (t&J, <*(h,)) = (k, h,) for all a, P E 4. 
Our purpose is to obtain a contradiction on Lemma 5. More precisely, 
taking N sufficiently large, one can realize the conditions of Lemma 5 for 
large Y and such that moreover 
k j S(@i,E)) S(<*(w,)) > const r. 2-“. 
s=l 
The construction relies on Lemmas 4 and 8 and is basically straightforward. 
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For 1 < n <p < N and k = l,..., 2”, define for convenience 
and denote @*(n, k, p), Y*(n, k, p) the corresponding square functions. 
Assume (n, k) fixed and consider a subset D of {n + l,..., N} whose 
cardinality is sufficiently large. If for p E D one takes f, = @(n, k, p) and 
gP = !P(n, k, p), the conditions of Lemma 8 are clearly satisfied for some 
constant M independent of N. Consequently 
P -I SUP> W,) > cona ID I’. p>rinD 
On the other hand, by Lemma 4, for p > r 
J WJ Wr,) G const Ilf,ll,~ II grllaMO < const 
holds. 
This means that there exist r E D and D’ c D such that 
(i) r < min D’, 
(ii) ) D’ I > yj D I and hence ID’ 1 is large, 
(iii) J’ S(f,) S(g,) > 2y whenever p E D’, 
where y > 0 is a fixed constant. 
Suppose we already obtained integers n, < n2 < ... < n, and 1 <k, Q 2”’ 
for t = l,..., s satisfying 
+ I @*(n,,k,,p) Y*(n,-l,k,-l,n,)> @+ 1)~ 
I=1 I 
whenever p is taken in some large subset D of {n, + l,..., N). By the obser- 
vation made above, there exist n,, I > n, and a large subset D’ of D TI 
In s+, + l,..., NJ so that 
J @*(n,, k,, P) ~*(n,, k,, us+ ,) > 27 
for p E D’. 
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Thus, for p E D’ 
s+l 
\’ 
tY 
~*(n,,k,,P)W*(n,-l,kt-,,nt)~((S+3)Y. 
Since for p > n,, , 
@(n,, k,, p) = 2”S-“s+’ x @*(nst 1, k, p), 
summing over the k such that 1 /z~~+,,~ 1 < 1/z”,,~, 1also 
@*(ns, k,, p) < 2”s-“s+’ 2 @*(ns+ ,, k, p). 
Thus there is some k,, , = l,..., 2”$+’ satisfying 
Sil 
\' \' @*,, k 
Id i ( S+lr S+I,P) yY*(n,-,,k,-,,n,)~((s+3)y1D’/. 
Again, any of the integrals is bounded by the constant of Lemma 4. This 
implies the existence of a large subset D” of D’ such that for p E D” 
St1 
2: @*(n s st I’ k s+,,~) y*(n,-,,k,-,,n,)~(s+2)y. I=1 
Consequently, for N = N(r) chosen large enough, one can realize the 
construction up to level r. In particular, since 
@*(n,, k P) < 2”’ x W3h,,,)), 
summing over q such that I&,41 Q Ihn,,J, there is some Fi > n,. and 
k= l,..., 2” fulfilling 
2 1‘ f%<(h)) ~*(n,-, , k,_, , n,) > 2-” ry. I=1 _ 
This was the announced contradiction. 
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